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							About Cablescom

Cables de Comunicaciones is one of the main European companies dedicated to the design, manufacturing and commercialisation of telecommunication, signalling and optic fibre cables.
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						Pol. Malpica C/D 83
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    General Information

Privacy Policy

Data protection

Internal information system

Cookies policy

Legal notice

Purchase conditions

About us

Careers


		
			Our Stock

Click here to see our updated stock


		
			

						
							Social Media


Contact Cablescom at +34 976 72 99 00 or send us an email at info@cablescom.com
We will answer all your questions and we will help you with what you are looking for. Thank you. 
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies (Read more). However you may visit Cookie Settings to provide a controlled consent.
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